
GWR Chaired Sleeper Wagon (T13 shown)

BR ZCV /ZRW "Taunton Concrete" Wagon

Concrete Wagon only —
trim edge of side flange
at the ends

 Fit bearings (not supplied) into sideframe holes
 Fit end, platform & well end to ONE of the sides

Circular mounts for
Hornby Coupling block
(underneath)

Repeat for
opposite end

Concrete Wagon only:
Remove rivet detail  from the inside 
vertical edges of the ends with a knife or 
file (The sides will fit against this area)

These wagons were very similar to the 1894 T1 design. 18 wagons to Dia. T12 were built In 
1938, with Dean-Churchward brakes. The final 6 wagons of T13 built during 1942-44, had 
lever brakes. They were used to carry chaired sleepers (loaded lengthwise) from the depot at 
Hayes. Sometimes plain timbers for points were carried. During the 1960s, the use of pre-
assembled track panels made these wagons redundant. They were fitted with wooden sides 
and floors and used to carry concrete products from the works at Taunton, as their low floor 
made them easy to unIoad. Two of these remained in use on the Southern Region until at 
least the mid 1980s. DW100682 was air-piped and coded ZRW (Stores vehicle-concrete prod-
ucts). Photos: Sleeper wagon - GW Wagons, J.Russell (OPC); Concrete wagon - BR Depart-
mental Wagons, D.Larkin (Bradford Barton). and Rolling Stock Recognition Vol 3, 
C.J.Marsden, (Ian Allan). Page 10 of the January 1964 Model Railway Constructor shows two 
of the earlier T1 wagons in use on the Kingsbridge branch. A number of these wagons are 
preserved e.g. West Somerset & Bluebell Railways.
Acknowledgments, D.J. Hyde and D. Rouse who supplied prototype information.

T13 Brakegear
(shown assembled) T12 Brakegear

Fit bracket be-
hind side at 
right hand end 
on both sides

For Sleeper Wagon, fit stanchions —  one 
short one on each side of the platforms, & 
4 long ones each side of the well.Fit pieces X below "T" stanchions

on the wooden sides
Livery: GW Goods Grey (Precision Paints B17); BR livery was Black then Engineers Olive Green. DW100667 appears to have been partly light 
grey.  Brake handle ends should be white for GW & BR wagons.
Lettering  (" /" indicates a new line):  Sleeper Wagon — refer to diagram 3 above. A) 18 tons B) Tare 11-15. C) 'Number' (T12 100667-82/84/85; 
T13 100712-17). D) GW. E) Engineering Dept. F) To carry 160 / chaired sleepers. G) GW / 18T / 100xxx. For BR period place as B, F & G above 
(Except Ew instead of GW on end). Concrete Wagon — refer to diagram 9, V) 'Number', Y) 'Load/tare' panel with TOPS code above (since 
about 1970). Code was ZRV or ZRW (DW100667 was ZCV). “TAUNTON' at LH end as on diagram & 'CONCRETE' at RH end. Data panel at 
RH end. DW100682 no longer had 'Taunton Concrete' by 1984.

Chain pockets
(2 each side)

Repeat 5, 
& 6A or 6B at
the other end.

Hornby coupling adaptorFor Concrete Wagon cut plasticard floor to 78 x  
1·5mm & fit on top of the moulded floor

For Concrete Wagon, fit 
“wooden” sides, top edge 
level with the top of the 
ends.

!

Vacuum pipe hooks 
under bottom edge 
of headstock

Join floor halves & 
fit under the ribs on 
the sides

Concrete Wagon - cut tops 
off stanchions and discard 
them

Fit buffer extensions
& heads x 4


